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FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 

ITEM NUMBER 13.1 

TITLE Conditionally Rateable Land Rating Proposal  

REFERENCE 371432 

AUTHOR Kerry Whiting, Chief Financial and Operations Officer         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report seeks the Council to approve the conditionally rateable land rating 
proposal.  

BACKGROUND 
 
Section 142 of the Local Government Act 2008 requires Council to put forward a rating 
proposal for conditionally rateable land to the Minister for consideration. This proposal must 
be presented by the end of February otherwise East Arnhem Shire Council will not be able to 
impose rates on conditionally rateable land (pastoral leases and mining tenements). Pastoral 
leases and Mining tenements are currently a negligible part of the East Arnhem Shire 
Council budget ($15,686 out of $42M), nevertheless it is recommended that a proposal for 
substantial increase be proposed to the Minister as there are a growing number of non 
sustainability signals arising with the new Council that only the Minister (and Cabinet) has 
the power to address. 
 
GENERAL 
 
Conditional rating (and any other form of rate capping) has the inevitable effects of 
constraining Council revenue. The Productivity Commission found in a 2007 study on Local 
Government Revenue Raising Capacity that financial constraints may adversely affect 
financial sustainability by exacerbating fiscal stress on local government. In essence if the 
money is held back we may not be able to provide the required services and infrastructure.  
 
The overall average rating on these two sectors is markedly low compared to other 
Australian jurisdictions as shown in the table below. 
 
State / Territory / Council Average Revenue per 

Assessment 
From Mining Tenements 

Average Revenue per 
Assessment 
From Pastoral Properties 

Western Australia (05/06 
data)  

$1080 $3352 

Northern Territory (08/09 
data)  

$773 $801 

Kalgoorlie – Border $1106 $828 
Derby / East Kimberley $6308 $14636 
Mt Isa $13428 $15333 
Cloncurry $9750 $10903 
 
Whilst the size of assessments may account for some of the differences in these averages, 
there is a trend with councils in the more northern parts of Australia adopting higher rate 
yields from these sectors. The Local Government Association of the Northern Territory has 
estimated in a submission to the Minister for Local Government that across the Territory, 
revenue from these conditionally rateable sectors maybe lower than other parts of Australia 
by more than a factor of 10.  
 
Council would be well aware of the requirement for greater revenue raising capacity. With 
Councils ability to raise revenue considerably constrained, funding service level 
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improvements, let alone sustaining an adequate service level will be an immense challenge. 
It is therefore recommended that Council propose to the Minister that all conditional rating 
constraints be removed. 
 
It is also suggested that current government arrangements may involve some sort of cross 
jurisdictional government subsidisation in the form of the current rents being charged by the 
NTG on pastoralist and mining tenements. These rents would seem to be on face value a 
payment which could be considered a “defacto” rating arrangement for the NTG as they may 
offset the cost of supplying services in the bush. When rating arrangements where not in 
place in NT shires in previous years, these arrangements may have had a sound basis, but 
now that rating platforms are across the entire Northern Territory it is considered the NTG 
should be reviewing rental arrangements and apportion a part of this NTG revenue to local 
Councils for service delivery. The Minister (thru Cabinet) could apportion some of this 
revenue to the local government sector without affecting the stakeholders that conditional 
rating applies to. It is therefore recommended that Council propose to the Minister that rents 
currently being charged by the NTG be reviewed with the view of apportioning some of this 
revenue to the local government sector if the Minister does not endorse the first 
recommendation to remove all conditional rating parameters. 
 
The Minister for Local Government has set conditional rating parameters for the past few 
years, based on CPI increases and has not accepted our previous proposals. It is expected 
that this will continue. Therefore it is recommended that if the Minister does not agree to the 
above two proposals that this last option be approved to maintain the status quo for the 
2013/14 rating year. This is not the option recommended to the Minister as the previous two 
options have far more validity and revenue raising potential for the East Arnhem Shire 
Council. 
 
Given these findings it is recommended that Council approve a conditionally rateable land 
rating proposal to the Minister that offers 3 options in the following order of priority; 
 

1. Remove all conditional rating constraints for 2013/14 and all future rating years, 
2. Review the rents charged by NTG agencies and request Cabinet apportion some of 

this revenue to the Local Government sector for the 2013/14 rating year,     
3. That conditional rating for 2013/14 apply on the same basis as the 2012/13 rating 

year, with the addition of territory adjusted CPI. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council approves a conditionally rateable land rating proposal to the Minister 
that offers 3 options in the following order of priority; 
 
That Council strongly recommends: 
 
      a.   Remove all conditional rating constraints for 2013/14 and all future rating  

years. 
 
As alternative options the Council reluctantly puts forward:  

 
b. Review the rents charged by NTG agencies and request Cabinet apportion 

some of this revenue to the Local Government sector for the 2013/14 rating 
year, or    

 
c. That conditional rating for 2013/14 apply on the same basis as the 2012/13 

rating year, with the addition of territory adjusted CPI. 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
There are no attachments for this report. 
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FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 

ITEM NUMBER 13.2 

TITLE Local Government Accounting Regulations 

REFERENCE 371434 

AUTHOR Kerry Whiting, Chief Financial and Operations Officer         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report summarises the process of disbursements from Council’s authorised accounts 
and outlines Council’s cash management procedures. It requires Council to authorise senior 
officers of Latitude 12’s Finance Team to act on Councils behalf in regards to its banking 
functions. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Part 9, Section 20 of the Local Government (Accounting) Regulations requires the Council to 
authorise by resolution those persons authorised to sign cheques and process electronic 
disbursements on behalf of the Shire. 
 
GENERAL 
 
All payments constituting a disbursement from the Council’s authorised accounts are 
approved by responsible officers of the Council within their financial delegation. Payments 
generally include, but are not limited to: 
 
Payments to suppliers/creditors for services rendered and/or goods supplied. Responsible 
officers approve invoices (within their financial delegation) on completion of agreed work or 
on delivery of goods. 
 
Payments to Council staff for wages and reimbursements. Responsible managers approve 
timesheets, leave forms and allowance forms for their staff. Salaried employees are paid 
based on employment agreements approved by the appropriate level of management.  
 
Once approved by responsible officers of the Council, Latitude 12 Finance Team enter 
transactions into the TechnologyOne financial software, and write a cheque or generate an 
electronic payment file for authorised officers to sign or give electronic approval. All 
disbursements from approved accounts require authorisation from at least 2 persons 
authorised by resolution of the Council to sign cheques or process electronic disbursements 
on its behalf.  
 
The Senior Officers of East Arnhem Shire Council have set guidelines for the maintenance 
of minimum balances in the Councils Operating and Trust accounts, to meet liquidity and 
payment obligations, and to maximise balances maintained in higher interest bearing 
accounts. Senior Officers are also working with Latitude 12 to develop parameters for the 
automatic investment of Council funds in high interest bearing term deposits, ensuring that 
the liquidity of the Council (i.e. it’s ability to pay its debts as they fall due) is maintained.  
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council authorises the senior officers of Latitude 12’s Finance Team to act on 
Councils behalf in managing its banking functions, including: 
 
1) Sign cheques from authorised accounts issued for the payment of Shire 
obligations. 
 
2) Approve electronic disbursements from authorised accounts for the payment of 
Shire obligations. 
 
3) Transfer funds between the Shires existing authorised accounts.  
 
4) Establish new term deposits based on parameters outlined and agreed upon by the 
Shire. 
 
5) Establish other new accounts at the direction of the Shire. 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
There are no attachments for this report.  
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TECHNICAL SERVICES 

ITEM NUMBER 14.1 

TITLE Motor Vehicle Policy Amendment 

REFERENCE 377699 

AUTHOR Analyn  Hughes, Fleet, Fuel & Workshops Regional 
Manager         

 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report provides Council with two (2) draft policy and one (1) procedure to review, 
comment and feedback for endorsement at the next Council Meeting. 
 

 Motor Plant and Vehicle Policy (Amendment) 
 Fleet Asset Procurement & Disposal Policy 
 Motor Plant and Vehicle Procedure 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Motor Plant and Vehicle Policy has been the subject of discussions over the last year 
with a need to review the current motor vehicle policy and create a procurement & disposal 
policy. In June 2012, the Shire engaged Uniqco to review current Fleet Management 
practices and policies to ensure that it is in line with industry best practice.  
 
Some of the items that have been identified through previous incidents that the current motor 
vehicle policy does not address are: 
 

 Fleet Disposal and Procurement - this can lead to financial fraud and 
inconsistencies in the purchasing of assets. It is imperative that the Shire adopt clear 
guidelines and is transparent on the correct disposal method and purchasing. Having 
a policy for the disposal and purchase of assets can prevent future pilferage.  

 Vehicle Allocation and Usage – without clear definitions of types of usage and 
allocation, the Shire is open to inappropriate use of Council assets.  

 Vehicle Specifications – with no guidelines on the standard features when 
purchasing can result in purchase of the wrong motor vehicle and/or plant for the 
operational purpose. 

 Internal Monthly Charge Out Rates – in the past there has been concern about the 
lack of acceptance of current hire rates by funding bodies as there was no clear 
methodology and did not form part of the policy.  

 Procedure – it is essential that employees are aware of the procedures and this is 
readily available when required to ensure that there is no miscommunication. 

 
Furthermore, the need to review and update the Shire policy was required to put in place 
some of the recommendations put forth by consultants. During the review, Shire Service 
Managers, Regional Managers and Directors were consulted and a session was held in 
Darwin for input and feedback. 
 
GENERAL 
 
Part of the roll-out of the new policy will include training and implementation of Fleet 
Management System to support best practice.  
 
It is proposed that the policy be reviewed every two years to accommodate best practice.  
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council review the policies and procedure below and provide feedback back to 
the Director of Technical Services by 28th of February 2013. 
 

 Motor Plant and Vehicle Policy (Amendment) 
 Fleet Asset Procurement & Disposal Policy 
 Motor Plant and Vehicle Procedure 

 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  Motor Plant and Vehicle Procedure.pdf   
2  Fleet Asset Procurement and Disposal Policy.pdf   
3  Motor Plant and Vehicle Policy - Revised.pdf   
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES / LOCAL BOARDS 

ITEM NUMBER 17.1 

TITLE Community Advisory Board Meetings 

REFERENCE 371425 

AUTHOR Jodi Hart, Governance and Executive Support 
Coordinator / Reconciliation Action Plan Coordinator         

 
BACKGROUND 
 
The NT Local Government Act 2008 provides for the creation of Local Boards in each 
community, to advise Council upon local government issues, advocate for local initiatives 
and participate in Shire planning. 
  
The Local Boards developed in an informal way, until a decision was taken to formalise their 
activities at the September 2010 Council meeting at Nhulunbuy.  Individualised templates for 
Local Board meeting Notices, Agendas and Minutes have been developed for each 
community and are now in use.  Board minutes are available on the Shire website for 
viewing and downloading. 
 
GENERAL 
 
In mid December 2012 a Community Advisory Board Workshop was held at the Nhulunbuy 
Shire Office.  Elected Members, Shire Service Managers and Administration Managers 
attending and it provided a good opportunity to discuss different Community Advisory Board 
(CAB) structures and processes.  
 
As a way of monitoring the progress and completion of actions a draft CAB Action Register 
was developed and discussed at the workshop and it was decided that it would be 
implementation from the beginning of 2013.  The CAB Action Register process will ensure 
that CAB Members always receive a response to their requests therefore increasing the 
sense of empowerment to the Community Members.  
 
CAB Action Registers will be used by individual communities to monitor Shire related actions 
that arise from CAB Meetings.  The registers will become a standard CAB agenda item with 
each meeting reviewing the register from the previous meeting.     
 
A Combined CAB Action Register which includes actions from all CAB meetings held within 
a two month period will also be presented to Council at each Ordinary Council Meeting as an 
attachment to this report.   
 
CAB membership for all communities is in the process of being reconfirmed and a design for 
a Certificate of Appointment is being prepared and will be used to showcase and promote 
the membership of a Local Board.  As per the EASC Local Boards Management Guidelines 
appointment of community members to a CAB will be made for a maximum period of four 
years, although members may serve more than one term.  
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Meetings held in the months of November and December and included in the attached 
Action Register are detailed below: 
 

Board Date 
Angurugu  13 November 2012 
Galiwin’ku - 
Gapuwiyak - 
Milingimbi - 
Milyakburra - 
Ramingining 6 November 2012 
Umbakumba 23 November 2012 
Yirrkala 14 November 2012 
Gunyangara - 

TOTAL 4 
 
Meetings have also been scheduled for January 2013 in Galiwin’ku and Umbakumba on the 
16th  and Milingimbi on the 17th  and scheduled for February 2013 in Ramingining on the 5th 
and Yirrkala on the 7th.  Meetings held within this time will be reported on at the March 2013 
Ordinary Council Meeting. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the report. 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  CAB Combined Action Register - November and December 2012.pdf   
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REPORTS TO BE NOTED 

ITEM NUMBER 20.1 

TITLE Community Services Update 

REFERENCE 371762 

AUTHOR Dale Keehne, Director Community Services         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This is an update of what has been happening with the major community services the Shire delivers. A 
photo based presentation will also be provided at the Council meeting.   
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
The Shire provides five major community services. They are: 
 

1. Aged and Disability 
2. Children and Family 
3. Community Patrol and SUS 
4. Library and Knowledge Centres 
5. Youth, Sport and Recreation   

 
GENERAL 
 
1. Aged and Disability 
 
Co-ordinators have received training on the Shire’s ‘Tech1’’ computer system to enable them to complete 
their own purchasing process for their service.  This will continue with Richard Denaro at workshop in 
February. The Admin trainees have finished their first block and are busy completing homework. The next 
block is to commence on 11 January 2013. 
 
The Regional Manager has applied to DoHA for one off funding to enclose carports at the new houses 
currently being constructed at Mungkadinamanja Flexi Centre, which will alleviate the incidents of 
vandalism. 
 
We have had many staff changes over the last few months and lot of time has gone into recruitment 
processes (a list of staff for Council’s interest, is at Attachment A). 
 
The Shire has ordered furniture and organised household equipment for 2 of the Angurugu houses. 
 
The Regional Manger is currently:  
 

 Still working on application for EACH, EACHD and CACP places from Frontier and hopefully this 
process will soon be completed  

 Developing a regional continuous improvement plan for Aged Care  
 Arranging access in Tech 1 for co-ordinators  to monitor their own budgets  
 Organising a workshop for co-ordinators in February to complete a unified policies and procedures 

manual and proformas  
 Developed in conjunction with CDU updated training plans and a calendar for all staff completing 

Cert III in HACC/Aged Care, so this can be kept on target and completed by end of 2013  
 Working on menu plans to unify all centres and ensure wastage is made minimal  
 Continuing to complete fortnightly client fees audits and working to develop better processes with 

Centrelink to ensure revenue is being collected and clients are not overpaying where necessary  
 Preparing a presentation for the Regional Partnership Agreement (RPA) meeting due in February. 
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Milingimbi 
Current clients:  9 HACC,  7 CACP, 2 DIHS and 2 clients to join service next week.  We are reluctant to 
take on more until the workforce is stabilised. 
 
Aged Care centre is being utilised as well as possible with meals, laundry service and personal care.   
 
Air conditioning has made for a much more comfortable respite area for clients.  The Coordinator has 
difficulty getting Indigenous to attending work and therefore capacity is often limited.  The bus had a 
collision with a pallet of bricks and is currently off island for repairs, therefore transport services will be 
limited until it returns.  The Coordinator is busy recruiting for aged care workers.  There are currently four 
Aged care positions vacant. 
 
Ramingining 
Current clients:  11 HACC,  7 CACP, 3 DIHS 
 
The kitchen upgrade is complete and everything is working well. 
 
Aged Care staff assisted with a community Christmas BBQ and brought clients in to share in the event. 
 
Clients enjoyed their Christmas lunch Roast Chicken, Roast veg, Boiled veg, gravy & pudding with 
custard. All clients received a Pamper pack for their Christmas present that the staff enjoyed wrapping 
and delivering to them. The Aged Care vehicle is currently in Gove being repaired and roads to 
outstations are rapidly deteriorating.  We are not in a position to take any future clients from homelands. 
 
Galiwinku 
Current clients:  13 HACC, 22 CACP, 9 DIHS and 2 ISP 
 
The Aged Care staff are thriving with the new responsibility of the kitchen and are dedicated to making 
great meals for their clients.  Most of the defects to the building have finally been rectified by ABC 
Construction.  We are just waiting on blinds to be erected and few other minor issues which is to be done 
early February.   
 
The official opening is being planned for end of February.  We are awaiting advice from the Minister to 
finalise dates and details of the opening.   Air conditioning has been installed in the common room.  All 
vehicles are back from repairs and being utilised. 
 
Gapuwiyak 
Current clients:  18 HACC, 9 CACP, 7 DIHS 
 
Sharon and her staff have been very busy polishing floors, making curtains and putting the centre back 
together after having the interior painted.  The painting was completed as a joint project organised by 
Shire Technical Services and CEA CDEP.  Thanks to Shane Marshall, Peter Hillier and painters.  The 
place looks great. 
 
Clients were treated to cookies and a special lunch for Christmas.  Unfortunately our cook has resigned 
so we are in the process of recruiting for this position. 
 
 
Yirrkala/Gunyangara 
Current clients:  15 HACC, 8 CACP, 11 DIHS 
 
Chrissie and the Regional Manager undertook a quality review with the Department of Health and 
Ageing.  There are a few things to complete to meet compliance, however these will be continuing over 
the next few months and policies and procedures are developed.   
 
Chrissie is now on maternity leave and Susan Rogers will be replacing her for this period.  Susan will be 
concentrating on meeting these compliance issues. 
 
Angurugu 
Current clients:  14 HACC, 10 FLEXI, 10 DIHS, 2 ISP, 2 x HACC waitlist and 1 Flexi package vacant 
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Staff and Client Christmas parties with gifts and good food were held and shared by all.  Several new staff 
commencing during January with hopefully a full compliment will be on board by end of the month.  
Janice, the Angurugu Coordinator is currently getting all administrative practices correct and bringing 
everything up to date to meet compliance.  She spent two days with staff and Janinga in Darwin in early 
December to gain all necessary resources which we will be used and modified to suit our services.  A big 
thank you to Frontier Services for their generous support. 
 
Staff housing is due to be completed by end of January and furniture, and internal fittings are on their 
way.   We are awaiting approval for a one off grant to vandal proof the carports so our centre vehicles can 
be parked in them.   
 
We are awaiting advice from DoHA re – disabled bathroom upgrade (part of the MAC upgrade grant).  It 
has been discovered that the scope of works needs to be expanded due to rotting floor under the current 
shower and more money is needed.  This will delay the completion of this long term grant. 
 
Umbakumba 
Current clients: 5 HACC, 6 CACP, 6 DIHS and 1 on waitlist for DIHS 
 
The Umbakumba Coordinator, Margaret Allgood, and her staff are busy creating cleaning rosters and are 
working on a plan to cook for both Angurugu and Umbakumba for most of February, so Sole (the 
Angurugu Cook) can take holidays. Thankyou to all the ladies.  Renovations to the Coordinators house is 
about to commence and is expected to be completed by the first week in February.  Marg will then move 
from Angurugu to permanently reside in Umbakumba. 
 
Milyakburra 
The Shire is completing an MOU and lease arrangements with Lagalaya.  We will then send the Angurugu 
Coordinator over to assess clients and plan meal service delivery.  
 
 
2. Children and Family 
 
Milingimbi 
The FaHCSIA Communities for Children program through Anglicare-NT have worked with adults and 
children from Milingimbi on a Community Plan for Children; Djama Dhuwal Milingimbi wana Djamarrkuliw’ 
Manymak (making Milingimbi a safe place for children).   
 
Our Community Services Team that is responsible for children’s program really appreciates having this 
plan as a resource and a guide for any activities we support on Milingimbi. 
 
Our nutrition and wellbeing program provides a worker on Monday and Friday to support the Strong 
Women through the clinic’s infant health program.  
 
We provided useful Christmas gifts like baby food you can buy at the shop, bowls, spoons, sipper cups 
and baby tooth brushes to give to mothers with young children to help encourage babies to start to eat 
solid food. 
 
Ramingining 
A meeting was held with local women including our nutrition and well being worker to look at better ways 
to support our Mums and Bubs meals on wheels snack program.  The snack program was not working 
very well as the children identified by the clinic who were on the program were not putting on weight, we 
could not provide a worker every day and families were expecting the snack to feed the children for the 
whole day.  
 
The meeting talked about community ownership, running food education activities in as many places as 
possible and local women being supported to provide this activity through agency support. 
 
Galiwin’ku  
The Childcare Centre closed for four weeks from the 17 December re-opened on the 14 January.   
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A Christmas party was held that all of our families attended and the children received a gift from Santa.  
The staff had a Christmas Lunch and speeches were given thanking everyone for all the hard work done 
and how important their role is to the Community looking after their children. 
 
Gapuwiyak 
The Crèche upgrade is planned to go to tender on the 22 February with the upgrade to be completed by 
the 31 May.  
 
The Youth Sport and Recreation Team have confirmed the use the Shed which does have air conditioning 
and a sectioned off children’s area, to run the Crèche in the morning while the work is being done.  
 
The Crèche closed on 14 December 2012 and opened again on the 7 January 2013. 
 
We are still trying to start a Mums and Bubs program with some of the Crèche staff on the Community. 
 
Yirrkala  
The Childcare Centre held a Christmas party for the children that go to the Crèche.  The Service closed 
for 4 weeks until the 14 January 2013. 
 
Our goal is to recruit local women to work at the services so other Yolngu families feel comfortable to use 
the centre as a safe place for their children to be during the day to learn and grow. 
 
We still have a vacancy for a trainee and we hope to have a local person start when the Centre reopens 
this year. 
 
Angurugu 
We are currently advertising for a part time nutrition and wellbeing worker at Angurugu.  This job is for a 
local person to support young mums and their babies in the community linking with the Women’s Centre 
and Library.   
 
Our program was asked by women in the community to fund a New Year’s Day BBQ so families could 
have a happy time and feel good about the start of the New Year.  The women organised the event and 
cleaned up after as there was a lot of mess left. 
 
Umbakumba 
We are waiting for DEEWR to complete the hand over paper work for the new Crèche building.  Once that 
is complete we will be able to move our childcare service to the building.   
 
We will receive an establishment grant of $170,000 which includes the white goods and all set up 
expenses including grounds & playground development. 
 
The Crèche has been closed for all of the School holidays. 
 
Milyakburra 
The Director Technical Services is arranging as a priority the lease of the Womens’ Centre by Lagulalya.  
 
 
3. Community Patrol and SUS 
 
Night Patrol is operational in all 9 communities, sometimes with a skeleton crew due to all sorts of 
reasons from Ceremony to personal / private issues and just no show at work. This can go on for several 
days or weeks. To deal with these issues we are now in the process of recruiting more part time 
employees in all communities who will be available to work.  
 
Milingimbi 
The patrol base is now in community being housed at the Municipal Services compound. Development 
applications open for viewing on the 11 January 2013, we hope to have approvals by the end of January 
and go ahead and build by mid February. As there is no Police presence in Milingimbi the Regional 
Manager will meet with Ramingining Police to draft a Service Level Agreement based on the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the EASC and NT Police. 
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Ramingining 
The patrol base is now in community being housed at the Municipal Services compound. Development 
applications are open for viewing on the 11 January 2013 by the end of January we hope to have 
approvals to go ahead and by mid February should be in construction. The Regional Manager is 
organising a meeting with Police to draft a Service Level Agreement base on the EASC and NT Police 
MOU. 
 
Galiwinku. 
The Regional Manager, Josclyn, will be attending the Community Advisory Board (CAB) meeting on the 
16 January 2013 with patrol officer Ross Mandi. They will present to the CAB issues with the shared use 
of the Night Patrol Base with Miwatj (Red Cross Funded) Mums and Bubs program and the request is to 
have exclusive use of the building by the Night Patrol Team. The RM will enquire with the CAB if they had 
approved the share arrangement as it is the understanding of the RM that this was put in place by the 
SSM at the time. 
 
The Regional Manager will meet with Police in Galiwinku on Tuesday 15 January 2013 to draft a Service 
Level Agreement based on the MOU between EASC and NT Police. 
 
Gapuwiyak. 
A foot patrol has been provided for several weeks due to damage of the vehicle. It was sent to Darwin and 
has just returned back on site. 
  
The Regional Manager will meet with Gapuwiyak Police to draft a Service Level Agreement based on 
MOU between EASC and NT Police 
 
Yirrkala  
The Regional Manager has followed up the recommendation of the Council President that a male patrol 
team should operate after midnight to early morning. Due to the staffing issues at Yirrkala this has been 
found to not be possible at this time. Poor staff attendance is making it difficult to even provide the regular 
service.    
 
On the 12 December 2012 David Fredericks; Deputy Secretary Civil Justice and Legal Services of the 
federal Attorney General’s Department, and Yvette Harris; the Director Indigenous Policy Service Delivery 
visited to region. They visited Yirrkala and Gunyangara and did patrol with them one in each community. 
They were quite impressed with the staff that were on at that time. The senior officials were also taken to 
visit the Sobering Up Shelter and Rehabilitation Centre in Nhulunbuy, to see the links to these important 
services.     
 
The Director Community Services and Regional Manager had in depth discussions with the senior 
Department officials regarding the current and future issues of providing a community patrol service.  
 
Gunyangara 
The patrol is operational 6 nights per week, by a team of three with two part time vacancies advertised. 
On the 12 December 2012.    
 
Milyakburra 
Staff are being recruited at this time as two Patrol Officers have left community prior to Christmas, and will 
not be returning.  A Service Level Agreement has been drafted between the Shire Patrol and Police. 
 
Angurugu. 
The patrol has been operating during the day only due to a shortage of staff. This usually happens in 
communities when royalties have been paid out. Patrol will be back to regular evening shift in the next 
couple of days as we have a new recruit who is an ex patrol officer of three and half  years experience 
returning to the team. A Service Level Agreement has been drafted between the Shire Patrol and Police. 
 
Umbakumba. 
The patrol is operational with three officers and we are recruiting two part time employees.  The patrol is 
struggling as there is not much interest from community in performing this task. 
A Service Level Agreement has been drafted between the Shire Patrol and Police. 
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Town Patrol & SUS 
This patrol works four nights per week with a team of two, with back up crew from the Sobering Up 
Shelter, who also work four nights per week. These two services are funded by the Northern Territory 
Department of Health and Families. The patrol refers clients from the SUS to the Rehabilitation Centre 
next door, at their request.   
 
These services also work with the two community patrols Yirrkala and Gunyangara. 
 
There is a site visit on the 17 and 18 January 2013 from the Alcohol and Other Drugs Program (AODP). 
The NT Department of Health and Families (DHF) is looking at maybe utilising the SUS facility during the 
day. Further information on this option will be provided by DHF. 
 
4. Library and Knowledge Centres 
 
Umbakumba and Angurugu 
I-story funding has been used to provide a wage subsidy to employ our part time library staff at Angurugu 
and Umbakumba, to complete extra hours. The staff teach people how to use the i-pads and apple 
computers, to record stories and as a resource to receive information. On occasion the staff worked up to 
20 hours a week on this project. 

This project has created a fantastic opportunity for integrated service delivery with NT Schools, Anglicare-
NT PALS, FaFT, linguistic centre, YSR and other support agencies to work together on projects from the 
one place.  

A wide cross-section of the communities now use the libraries and I-story project from young mums with 
new born babies to older people keen to share there story, look at photographs and reminisce about times 
gone past.  

Our biggest challenge now is to protect this intellectual and physical property as a community resource 
and to preserve the collective knowledge as something of great historical significance. 

This report contains some information taken from the NT-Libraries DEEWR funded I-Stories Project 
written by Anja Tait  
 
The I-Stories project has enabled a terrific collaboration between Libraries NT and ASC and we look 
forward to continuing such a positive relationship. As a sign of goodwill and intention to assist the local 
library services at Umbakumba and Angurugu, in November 2012 the        I-Stories project boosted digital 
capability at both sites.  

We are currently providing unlimited internet download to December 2013, with wi-fi walk-up hot spots to 
both libraries and also both sport and recreation centres. At Angurugu it is an ADSL connection. At 
Umbakumba it is a satellite connection. 

The walk-up hot spot can be accessed at any time. The RIPIA project will provide support to these 
services until 30 June 2013.  

We provided these services in conversation with Jonathon Lora, the EASC Information and Technology 
Coordinator.  

In addition, there is new library furniture from RAECO arriving in the coming few weeks, as well as some 
additional technology (iPad minis).  

I-STORIES come to the end of the current funding round on 31 Jan 2013. However, Anthony Gray 
(AIRemote Pty Ltd) was invited by DEEWR to submit a proposal to continue the project through to 
December 2013, in partnership with NT Library. He is awaiting a response to his submission and will be in 
touch with us all.  

We are hopeful that the project will continue. If successful, one of the priority activities will be to continue 
to support a growing pool of local people in developing practical skills and confidence in iPad set up and 
troubleshooting.  

Anthony has invested heavily in transport to deliver education, technology and media production services 
more efficiently and more regularly, with a 4WD based at Groote Eylandt, another travelling throughout 
the NT and a light aircraft currently based in Katherine.  
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Milingimbi,  Galiwin’ku and Ramingining 
Anthony Gray will be delivering RIPIA maintenance and training to our other Shire Communities in the first 
6 months of the year. 
 
These communities also have the benefit of unlimited internet download, with wifi walk-up hot spots to all 
of our libraries and sport and recreation centres. 
 
The walk-up hot spot can be accessed at any time. The RIPIA project will provide support to these 
services until 30 June 2013.  
 
 
5. Youth, Sport and Recreation   
 
Youth, Sport and Recreation Restructure 
A new restructure of the YSR program has been supported, initially for a 3 month period.   
 
Commencing 3 January 2013 the current Youth Service Managers, Melinda Fajerman and Bianca Barling 
will be acting in Area Manager Positions.  Area Managers will continue to manage the programs and 
teams within their communities, Galiwinku and Yirrkala, but they will also assist with program 
development and provide additional support to Mentors, ensuring all funding obligations are met and 
programs and staff are managed in accordance with the YSR Strategic Plan.  Melinda and Bianca have 
been approved to work at level 7 and variations have been processed. 
 
The restructure allows the Regional Manager (RM) greater capacity to work strategically across each 
portfolio, leading program development, continuing to manage the recruitment, discipline and professional 
development of staff and addressing community, Shire and funding expectations.  With the complexity of 
the overall YSR Program, number of portfolios, dynamic nature of the service delivery, overall number of 
staff, level of funding and recently the additional level of management the RM has been put up to a Level 
10, step 1 for 3 months. 
 
The restructure will continue to be assessed and monitored, with changes made over the 3 month period.  
The Area Manager positions will be advertised permanently before the variations expire, if the restructure 
extends beyond the trial.  The RM is seeking to be made a permanent Level 10, step 1 after this time.     
 
Staffing – There are currently 16/22 Youth and 22/22 OSHC and Sport and Recreation positions filled.  
The Youth positions are currently being advertised and are expected to be filled shortly; this includes 
three new positions in Angurugu. 
 
Arnhem Cup (Mixed Open Touch Football) – On 3 November Ramingining, Galiwinku and Yirrkala all 
participated in the newly established Arnhem Cup.  Touch Football NT paid for travelling costs for 
communities and accommodation was at the Cat Shed.  It was a wonderful one day challenge and 
allowed another opportunity for communities to learn the skills in touch football as well as socialising with 
other communities including Nhulunbuy teams.  Ramingining took out the overall championships.   
 
Youth in Communities Recall – The RM and Youth Worker Mentor Gapuwiyak attended the YiC Recall 
held in Darwin.  This was a great opportunity to hear how the new YiC program is developing and have 
some input.  Although we were not scheduled to present our program, we were asked on the day to 
present.  A previously prepared presentation was given with a summary of the successes and challenges 
of the program.  The Youth Worker Mentor was able to discuss the YiC program in Gapuwiyak.  It was a 
great chance to make new connections.    
 
Training 
Strength and Conditioning – Throughout November and December Strength and Conditioning training 
was delivered in 3 regional centres where each community attended. 
 
Youth Radio – The Youth Worker Mentor from Umbakumba visited Gapuwiyak and Milingimbi to provide 
broadcasting training to YSR staff, so that Youth Radio could be offered in these communities and 
programs expanded.  Yirrkala was to be included but as there are building issues it has been delayed. 
 
This was very successful and YSR staff are already utilising the new skills. 
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School Holiday Programs (Dec to Jan) 
Teams have planned school holiday programs for each community.  School Holiday Programs have and 
are being provided to Aroha so that they can be promoted.  Linkz Volunteers are supporting Yirrkala, 
Gapuwiyak, Angurugu and Milingimbi and commenced early January, they have been an energetic and 
wonderful resource. 
 
YSR School Holiday Programs closed from 23 December to 1 January in most communities. 

 
Milingimbi 
The YSR team in collaboration with ALPA and Envirobank have introduced a recycling project.  It is 
expected that this would contribute to cleaning up the rubbish in community, raise awareness of recycling, 
individuals can make some pocket money and the YSR program can use it as a fundraising opportunity.  
This will be trialled and monitored to see if it can be an opportunity for each of our YSR programs in 
communities. 
 
The new Youth Worker Mentor commenced 6 December.  Brian Brown won the Adrian Wagg Training 
Award on 7 December. 
 
Ramingining 
The Youth Worker Mentor position has been advertised and filled permanently. The successful applicant 
will commence 11 January 2013. 
 
Galiwinku 
The Young Men’s Program, Bike Program and Aged Care Program have continued to progress and be 
delivered.  These programs were featured in the Diji FM December issue.  The Galiwinku YSR Program 
closed 23 December 2012 and re-opened 7 January 2013, allowing staff a break with their own children 
and families.   
 
Gapuwiyak 
The Youth Worker Mentor from Gapuwiyak attended the Youth in Communities recall in November.  The 
team is running very strong programs including gym sessions for adults and young men and women, with 
significant progress with some clients.  They have also been supported by the Government Engagement 
Coordinator (GEC) to fund healthy lifestyle camps for the young women and young men (separately) over 
the school holiday period. 
 
The team has redesigned the hall so that there is an established area for OSHC and quiet activities.  The 
Mentors have made significant improvements.   
 
Yirrkala 
Strong programs are continuing with ownership and pride from local staff.  Communities have 
acknowledged the full programs that are being delivered and are very supportive. 
 
Angurugu 
The Sport and Recreation Mentor has been recruited to the second sport and recreation position.  The 
Youth Worker Mentor position was advertised early January; this was delayed as we have been trying to 
secure accommodation for this position.  The Sport and Recreation Mentor has been away throughout 
the Dec/Jan holidays but the local staff and Linkz volunteers have been running regular programs.  

 
Umbakumba  
Staffing problems have continued which is having a considerable impact on program delivery.  A youth 
worker trainee position is being filled. This should assist the Youth Worker Mentor in running a more 
consistent comprehensive program. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the report on community services and endorses its contents. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:1  Current Aged Care Employee List as at 10-01-2013.pdf   
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REPORTS TO BE NOTED 

ITEM NUMBER 20.2 

TITLE Finance Report 

REFERENCE 371431 

AUTHOR Kerry Whiting, Chief Financial and Operations Officer         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This item provides the financial report for December 2012. 

BACKGROUND 
 
Part 8, Section 18(1) of the Local Government (Accounting) Regulations requires the CEO 
each month to submit before a meeting of the Council a financial report. Council has 
appointed a finance committee to peruse this report during the months Council does not 
meet.  
 
GENERAL 
 
The finance report is provided by Latitude 12, Council’s subsidiary which manages the 
financial reporting functions of the Council. 
 
At each Finance Committee meeting – Latitude 12 officers present this report to Council. At 
the ordinary meeting of Council – it has been customary for Council officers to present this 
information.  
 
The following points are highlighted for Council discussion at the Ordinary meeting; 
 
- Total Revenue  
- Total Expenditure  
- Cash Balance  
- Trade Debtors  
 
The Elected Members Pack had not been received at the completion of this report and will 
be distributed once it has been received from Latitude 12. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council approves and notes the Financial Report for December 2012. 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
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REPORTS TO BE NOTED 

ITEM NUMBER 20.3 

TITLE Workforce / Workplace Statistics 

REFERENCE 376172 

AUTHOR Kerry  Whiting, Acting Chief Executive Officer          
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report provides Council with a range of employee and location based statistics on the 
broad function of Human Resource Management. 

 
GENERAL 
 
This report provides four attached documents and is prepared on a community by 
community basis as well as providing broader Shire information by Directorate, organisation 
and service..  
 
The first attachment outlines by location and directorate, workforce statistical data for the 
period ending 31 December 2012. This document includes: 
 
1. the employment status type (full time, part-time, or casual) and the employment class 

(permanent, fixed, or temporary);  
2. the breakdown of gender, and ATSI employees;  
3. position title; 
4. total count and full time equivalent 

 
The second attachment (which is a new document from a previous Council request) 
outlines workforce statistical data for the ending 31 December 2012, by directorate and 
position title.  This document includes: 

 
1. Directorate (Community Services, Corporate Services, Shire Services Delivery, 

Technical Services); 
2. position title; 
3. employment status type (full time, part time, or casual). 

 
The third attachment provides a summary of workforce statistical data. This report provides 
a comparison in figures from the November 2012 Council meeting report. Full-time 
equivalent employee numbers are higher (198 in November FTE employees compared 
with 258 FTE employees in December 2012). The percentage of ATSI employees 
increased from 63% to 66%. 
 
The third attachment also outlines an analysis of completion of employment as 
requested by Council. In the last 2 month, 22 terminations have occurred or 7% (in 
November 2012 there were 37 terminations or 12 %:) 
 
1.   0 dismissals  
2.   0 abandonments of employment; 
3.   0 redundancies; 
4.   2 found other employment  
5.   20 resignations: (1 – personal reasons, 3 – ill health, 2 - relocated, 3 – family issues, 5 
resigned). 
 
The 4th and last attachment provided gives Council a snapshot of the positions that were 
advertised between November and December and the current status of the vacancy. 
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RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the workforce / workplace statistics report. 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  First Doc January 2013.pdf   
2  Second  Doc January 2013.pdf   
3  Third  Doc January 2013.pdf   
4  Fourth  Doc January 2013.pdf   
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REPORTS TO BE NOTED 

ITEM NUMBER 20.4 

TITLE Sale Results of Assets 

REFERENCE 376453 

AUTHOR Analyn  Hughes, Fleet, Fuel & Workshops Regional 
Manager         

 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report is to inform Council of the result of the sale of fleet assets to Lagulalya 
Corporation. 
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
At the Ordinary Council meeting on 26th October 2012, Council endorsed the disposal of 
fleet assets and the valuation as the reserve price for the following assets: 
 
ID  Location  Make  Model  Body  Rego  VIN / Serial No.  Year  Fuel  Drive  Valuation

172  Milyakburra  Mitsubishi  Triton  Dual Cab 
Utility 

930062  MMBJNKB808D065326  2008  Diesel  4x4  $12,000

170  Milyakburra  John 
Deere  

SJ315  Backhoe  SV2355  BE315SJ300638  2008  Diesel  4x4  $45,000

167  Milyakburra  Hino   500  Tip Truck  937824  JHDGH8JMKXXX10160  2009  Diesel  4x2  $55,000

 
Since the meeting the three (3) assets above have been sold to Lagulalya Corporation for 
the valued amount.  
 
 
GENERAL 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the auction results.  
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
There are no attachments for this report. 
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REPORTS TO BE NOTED 

ITEM NUMBER 20.5 

TITLE NDRRA Funding Update 

REFERENCE 375935 

AUTHOR Shane Marshall, Director Technical Services         
 
SUMMARY: 
 
This report is to update Council on the Government’s decision in relation to the availability of 
the remaining NDRRA Cyclone Carlos funding for the repairs of damaged roads associated 
with the cyclone. 
 

 

BACKGROUND 
 
On the 23rd of January 2012, East Arnhem Shire’s application for road repair works through 
the Cyclone Carlos NDRRA – National Disaster Relief Arrangement Funding was approved 
for 3 submitted claims, these were as follows. 
 

 Claim 2 - $400,000.00 for road repairs to the Burrum, Yaliquin and Ramingirr access 
roads in the Gapuwiyak area. 

 Claim 3 - $565,000.00 for road repairs in the Yirrkala area and Bawaka access road. 
 Claim 5 - $800,000.00 for road repairs to the Donydji and Mirantja access roads. 

 
 
GENERAL 
 
Works associated with Claim 3 were for the most part able to be completed, even given the 
conditions through members of the Panel for Civil works, these being ABC and YBE. 
 
Below is a summery of reports dates and contract information for the respective 3 claims, 
 
Claim 2:           Burrum, Yalukun & Raymingirr Access Roads 
Grant Budget:    $ 400,000.00 
Contractor:        NT Feral Pig Harvesting 
Contract Value: $ 385,160.30 
Status:              Award Pending Council Tender Approval -26 September 2012 
 
Claim 3:           Bawaka Access Road  
Grant Budget:    $ 565,000.00 
 
Contractor (Culvert Repairs):       Arnhem Building & Consulting  
Contract Value:  $ 332,700.00 
Status:             Panel Member engagement Works Complete -30 June 2012 
 
Contractor (Road rectification):    YBE (2) 
Contract Value: $ 140,017.40 
Status:              Tender Awarded 17 August 2012 – Works Completed and still awaiting payment. 
 
Claim 5:           Mirrnatja & Dondji Access Roads 
Grant Budget:    $ 800,000.00 
Contractor:        Arafura Civil Contracting 
Contract Value:  $ 702,612.36 
Status:              Award Pending Council Tender Approval -26 September 2012 
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As outlined in the above, all pricing for the repair works was well below budget and the approved 
commitment from the Government. 
 
 
Current Status 
 
On the 12th of December, East Arnhem Shire received notification that the Treasury advance 
would not be available for the 2012-2013 financial year, effectively meaning the damaged 
roads will not be able to be repaired in the foreseeable future. 
 
This is extremely disappointing to say the least, considering the funding was approved in the 
onset of the wet season, meaning the claims were never going to be achievable by the end 
of the financial year, with access to the mentioned area’s only achievable from around the 
end of August due to the condition and wetness of the ground. 
 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That Council notes the report 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS: 
1  Confirmation 23rd of January.pdf   
2  Update 12th of December.pdf   
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